
Enhancing classroom focus and peace of mind since 2017



Ohio requires Social Emotional Learning (SEL) standards

Concise, relatable and engaging 15-min lessons that can be taught by Social Workers or Busy Being staff

Ongoing maintenence for youth mental health crisis

Educator & Social Worker burnout

Overview
SEL Support for CPS



Professional Development Trainings

K-12 SEL Curriculum

Hands-on SEL classes for children

Workbooks for children, original songs, “Box of Tricks” & other materials

Products & Services



87
schools

315
teachers

1,400+
children



riverview stats

Riverview East Academy: CPS Pilot Program

96% poverty | 60% black | 18 suicide assessments this year

	 Benefits	from	entire	school	receiving	SEL,	rather	than	designated	groups

K-2: Surrounding Neighborhood | 7-12: School of Choice

 High School students travel via metro from all neighborhoods, primarily West Side and Mt. Washington
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Riverview East Academy: Preassessment Statistics

91% of students ask for more education on wellness and mental health

 Each child at Riverview East receives 30 minutes of SEL and wellness classes per week

Anxiety is the #1 issue that makes coming to school difficult for children

 Our program releives anxiety by practicing self-regulation exercises and building community



Calm Room



K-2 SEL: Curriculum Sample Pages



K-2 SEL: Curriculum Sample Pages



High School SEL: Curriculum Sample Pages



riverview model and success
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Riverview East Academy: Our Model

Every student in the school receives Tier 1 SEL for 30 minutes per week

 Monday & Wednesday: High School receives SEL in the morning, K-8 in the remainder of the day

Monitored Calm Room

 Every classroom rotates to have SEL classes in the Calm Room.

 Calm Room is monitored by Busy Being staff during designated hours for students to use for self regulation

 Calm Room is used by Tier 2 & 3 professionals: Social Workers, Counselors, Psychologists



“teaches by example”

“i seriously had so much fun”

“so many great strategies”

“loved the lightheartedness of it”
“deep respect for children”

“can’t wait to take back to my classroom”

“interactive and engaging”

“pushed me into a good place of confidence”

“one of a kind”

“emily is a fabulous presenter”

“really explains things from childrens’ point of view”

“presented in a digestible way”

“the songs are wonderful”

“engaging and comprehensive”
“brought me back to why i love yoga”



Testimonials

erika eicholtz 
xavier university montessori lab school, head of school

Emily Hunt, through her work with Busy Being Kids Yoga, has brought much needed support to our school in the area of SEL. 
She personally works with students in each classroom to guide them as they learn to understand and navigate their emotions, 
through the use of yoga, mindfulness, and many other carefully crafted materials and activities. Emily has taken the time to 
learn about Montessori philosophy and ensure that her approach blends in with our teaching pedagogy. 

As such, this is a personalized and thoughtful approach that is already proving invaluable to our students.

andrea cefalo
university of cincinnati arlitt center, family support & inclusion coordinator

A few years ago I took Emily’s training to support children here who were struggling with challenging behaviors. It was 
incredibly helpful. Afterwards, a number of our teachers were interested as well so Emily came to train our whole staff. After 
Emily’s	training,	I	was	inspired	to	continue	my	knowledge	of	yoga	through	an	additional	a	500	hour	yoga	certification.	Since	
then I have done mini trainings to share the information with some of our ECE students. 

Busy Being’s content is something that has been shared and reshared and is just a wonderful, wonderful tool.

rebecca wolf
riverview east academy principal

We are at a crisis point with the mental health of young people. I see it every day in school, each year bringing more suicide risk 
assessments and students who self harm. We also see it in our city; youth violence is on the rise and there have been a record-
breaking number of young people shot so far this year. Young people are struggling, and it is our job to educate them, not only in 
academics, but also in how to be in the world. 

The work that Busy Being is doing makes me optipistic that we can and will improve outcomes for young people across our city.


